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Abstract. Textual Entailment Recognition (RTE) was proposed as a generic 
task, aimed at building modules capable of capturing the semantic variability of 
texts and performing natural language inferences. These modules can be then 
included in any NLP system, improving its performance in fine-grained 
semantic differentiation. The first part of the article describes our approach 
aimed at building a generic, language-independent TE system that would 
eventually be used as a module within a QA system. We evaluated the accuracy 
of this system by building two instances of it - for English and Romanian and 
testing them on the data from the RTE3 competition. In the second part we 
show how we applied the steps described in [1] and adapted this system in 
order to include it as module in a QA system architecture. Lastly, we show the 
results obtained, which point out significant growth in precision.  

1   Introduction 

Recognizing textual entailment RTE1 [3] is the task of deciding, given two text 
fragments, whether the meaning of one text is entailed (can be inferred) from the 
other text. The aim in defining this task was to create an application-independent 
framework for assessing means of capturing major semantic inferences needed in 
many NLP applications. Examples of such applications are: Information Retrieval 
(IR), Question Answering (QA), Information Extraction (IE), and Text 
Summarization (SUM).  

Formally, textual entailment is defined in [1] as a directional relation between two 
text fragments, termed T - the entailing text, and H - the entailed text. It is then said 
that T entails H if, typically, a human reading T would infer that H is most likely true. 
This definition is based on (and assumes) common human understanding of language 
as well as common Background Knowledge. 

TE systems compete each year in the RTE competition, organized by PASCAL2  
(Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modeling and Computational Learning) - the European 
Commission's IST-funded Network of Excellence for Multimodal Interfaces. 

Question Answering (QA) Systems are one of the main research topics in the 
Natural Language Processing field. These systems not only employ various discourse 

                                                           
1 http://www.pascal-network.org/Challenges/RTE/ 
2 http://www.pascal-network.org/ 
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Abstract. As the phenomenon of information overload grows day by
day, systems that can automatically summarize documents become in-
creasingly studied and used. This paper presents some original methods
for text summarization of a single source document by extraction. The
methods are based on some of our own text segmentation algorithms.
We denote them logical segmentations because for all these methods the
score of a sentence is the number of sentences of the text which are
entailed by it. The first method of segmentation and summarization is
called Logical TextTiling (LTT): for a sequence of sentences, the scores
form a structure which indicates how the most important sentences al-
ternate with ones less important and organizes the text according to its
logical content. The second method, Pure Entailment uses definition of
the relation of entailment between two texts. The third original method
applies Dynamic Programming and centering theory to the sentences
logically scored as above. The obtained ranked logical segments are used
in the summarization. Our methods of segmentation and summarization
are applied and evaluated against a manually realized segmentation and
summarization of the same text by Donald Richie, ”The Koan”, [9]. The
text is reproduced at [14].

1 Introduction

Systems that can automatically summarize documents become increasingly stud-
ied and used. As a summary is a shorter text (usually no longer than a half of
the source text) that is produced from one or more original texts keeping the
main ideas, the most important task of summarization is to identify the most
informative (salient) parts of a text comparatively with the rest. Usually the
salient parts are determined on the following assumptions [6]:

– they contain words that are used frequently;
– they contain words that are used in the title and headings;
– they are located at the beginning or end of sections;
– they use key phrases which emphasize the importance in text;
– they are the most highly connected with the other parts of text.

Summarization by Logic Segmentation
and Text Entailment
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Abstract. The method of encoding communication of agents in a multi-agent 
system (MAS) is described. The autonomous agents communicate with each 
other by exchanging messages formulated in a near-to-natural language. 
Transparent Intensional Logic (TIL) is an expressive system primarily designed 
for the logical analysis of natural language; thus we make use of TIL as a tool 
for encoding the semantic content of messages. The hyper-intensional features 
of TIL analysis are described, in particular with respect to agents’ attitudes and 
anaphoric references. We demonstrate the power of TIL to determine the 
antecedent of an anaphoric pronoun. By an example of a simple dialogue we 
illustrate the way TIL can function as a dynamic logic of discourse where 
anaphoric pronouns refer to entities of any type, even constructions, i.e. the 
structured meanings of other expressions.  

1  Introduction 

Multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of autonomous, intelligent but 
resource-bounded agents. The agents are active in their perceiving environment and 
acting in order to achieve their individual as well as collective goals. They 
communicate with each other by exchanging messages formulated in a standardised 
natural language. According to the FIPA standards1, message is the basic unit of 
communication. It can be of an arbitrary form but it is supposed to have a structure 
containing several attributes. Message semantic content is one of these attributes, the 
other being for instance ‘Performatives’, like ‘Query’, ‘Inform’, ‘Request’ or ‘Reply’. 
The content can be encoded in any suitable language. The standards like FIPA SL and 
KIF are mostly based on the First-Order Logic (FOL) paradigm, enriched with higher-
order constructs wherever needed.2 The enrichments extending FOL are well defined 
syntactically, while their semantics is often rather sketchy, which may lead to 
communication inconsistencies. Moreover, the bottom-up development from FOL to 
more complicated cases yields the versions that do not fully meet the needs of the 
MAS communication. In particular, agents’ attitudes and anaphora processing create a 
problem. In the paper we are going to demonstrate the need for an expressive logical 
tool of Transparent Intensional Logic (TIL) in order to encode the semantic content of 

                                                           
1 The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, http://www.fipa.org  
2 For details on FIPA SL, see http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00008/; for KIF, Knowledge 

Interchange Format, see http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/knowledge-sharing/kif/  
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Abstract. Recent works on parsing have reported that the lexicalization does 
not have a serious role for parsing accuracy. Latent-annotation methods such as 
PCFG-LA are one of the most promising un-lexicalized approaches, and 
reached the-state-of-art performance. However, most works on latent annotation 
have investigated only PCFG formalism, without considering the Collins’ popu-
lar head-driven model, though it is a significantly important and interesting is-
sue. To this end, this paper develops Collins-LA, the extension of the Collins’ 
head-driven model to support the latent annotation. We report its basic accuracy, 
comparing with PCFG-LA. The experimental results show that Collins-LA has 
potential to improve basic parsing accuracy, resulting in comparable perform-
ance with PCFG-LA even in the naive setting.  

1   Introduction 

Recent works for parsing have consistently shown that the lexicalization does not 
have serious effects on parsing accuracy. Gildea mentioned that the high performance 
of a Collins’ model is obtained not from the bi-lexical dependency, showing that 
parsing accuracy is not decreased even when the bi-lexical dependency is not incorpo-
rated to the model [1]. Gildea’s result has been re-confirmed by Bikel, during his 
investigation through the re-implementation of the Collins’ parsing model [2].  

Another direction is opened from a Klein’s work, where fully un-lexicalized pars-
ing models are extensively evaluated through an accurate design of tree-bank annota-
tion [3]. Klein’s work includes Johnson’s parent annotation [4], and external-internal 
annotation, tag-splitting, and head annotation, etc, resulting in the parsing accuracy of 
about 86%, which corresponds to the initial performance of the lexicalized parsing 
accuracy. Motivated from this, Matsuzaki proposed a new generative model PCFG-
LA, an extension of PCFG models in which non-terminal symbols are annotated with 
latent variables [5]. PCFG-LA successfully replaces the manual feature selection used 
in previous research such as Johnson’s work or Klein’s work, by showing that PCFG-
LA reaches Klein’s result. Based on this, Petrov et al. further explored PCFG-LA 
where hierarchical splitting and merging of latent non-terminals are utilized, thus 
differentiating the number of latent variables of each non-terminal symbol [6]. Their 
result is remarkable, showing about 90% accuracy, which is almost comparable to 
the-state-of-art of Charniak’s parser [7]. All these previous results consistently show 
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Abstract. How to deal with part of speech (POS) tagging is a very important 
problem when we build a syntactic parsing system. We could preprocess the 
text with a POS tagger before perform parsing in a pipelined approach. Alterna-
tively, we could perform POS tagging and parsing simultaneously in an inte-
grated approach. Few, if any, comparisons have been made on such architecture 
issues for Chinese parsing. This paper presents an in-depth study on this prob-
lem. According to comparison experiments, we find that integrated approach 
can make significantly better performance both on Chinese parsing and un-
known words POS tagging than the pipelined approach. As for known words 
POS tagging, we find that the two approaches get similar tagging accuracy, but 
the tagging results of integrated approach do lead to much better parsing per-
formance. We also analyze the reasons account for the performance difference. 

1   Introduction 

POS tag is an important feature in most of the parsing models as having a word’s 
POS tag can help us determine what kind of syntactic constituent the word can com-
pose. So usually it is necessary to assign a proper POS tag to each word in a sentence 
which is to be parsed. We could adopt the pipelined approach which performs parsing 
strictly after POS tagging, or performs POS tagging and parsing simultaneously in an 
integrated approach. The pipelined approach is simple and fast but is subject to error 
propagation. Though integrated approach can make decision from global view in 
theory, whether it can get better accuracy in practice is still an open question since 
little detailed comparison has been made between pipelined and integrated ap-
proaches for Chinese parsing.  

This paper presents an in-depth study on such issues for Chinese parsing. We 
compare the performances of the pipelined approach, the integrated approach and two 
kinds of compromise strategies. There are three findings in our experiments. First, 
integrated approach can improve parsing performance by considering POS tag of 
known word globally though it can not enhance the known words tagging accuracy. 
Second, integrated approach can get better tagging accuracy on unknown words and 
therefore get better parsing result. Third, better tagging results do not always lead to 
better parsing results. Our comparison experiments suggest that fully integrated ap-
proach is the best strategy for Chinese parsing if complexity is not a major concern. 
We also analyze the reasons that account for the performance difference. 
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Abstract. Part of Speech (POS) tagging can be described as a task of
doing automatic annotation of syntactic categories for each word in a
text document. This paper presents a POS tagger for Bengali using the
statistical Maximum Entropy (ME) model. The system makes use of the
different contextual information of the words along with the variety of
features that are helpful in predicting the various POS classes. The POS
tagger has been trained with a training corpus of 72, 341 word forms
and it uses a tagset 1 of 26 different POS tags, defined for the Indian
languages. A part of this corpus has been selected as the development
set in order to find out the best set of features for POS tagging in Ben-
gali. The POS tagger has demonstrated an accuracy of 88.2% for a test
set of 20K word forms. It has been experimentally verified that the lexi-
con, named entity recognizer and different word suffixes are effective in
handling the unknown word problems and improve the accuracy of the
POS tagger significantly. Performance of this system has been compared
with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based POS tagger and it has been
shown that the proposed ME based POS tagger outperforms the HMM
based tagger.

Keywords: Part of Speech Tagging, Maximum Entropy Model, Bengali.

1 Introduction

Part of Speech (POS) tagging is the task of labeling each word in a sentence with
its appropriate syntactic category called part of speech. Part of speech tagging
is a very important preprocessing task for language processing activities. This
helps in doing deep parsing of text and in developing Information extraction
systems, semantic processing etc. Part of speech tagging for natural language
texts are developed using linguistic rules, stochastic models and a combination
of both. Stochastic models [1] [2] [3] have been widely used in POS tagging
task for simplicity and language independence of the models. Among stochas-
tic models, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are quite popular. Development of
a stochastic tagger requires large amount of annotated corpus. Stochastic tag-
gers with more than 95% word-level accuracy have been developed for English,

1 http://shiva.iiit.ac.in/SPSAL2007/iiit tagset guidelines.pdf
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Abstract. Considering Thai morphological analysis as a search prob-
lem, the approach is to search the most likely path out of all candidate
paths in the word lattice. However, the search space may not contain all
possible word hypotheses due to the unknown word problem. This pa-
per describes an efficient algorithm called the two-pass search algorithm
that first recovers missing word hypotheses, and then searches the most
likely path in the expanded search space. Experimental results show that
the two-pass search algorithm improves the performance of the standard
search by 3.23 F1 in word segmentation and 2.92 F1 in the combination
of word segmentation and POS tagging.

1 Introduction

Morphological analysis has been recognized as a fundamental process in Thai
text analysis. In Thai, words are written continuously without word boundaries
like other non-segmenting languages (e.g., Chinese and Japanese). However, the
Thai writing system has certain unique characteristics. For example, in order
to form a smallest linguistic unit, a character cluster, including a consonant, a
vowel, and/or a tonal mark, must be formed.

Thai morphological analysis generally involves two tasks: segmenting a char-
acter string into meaningful words, and assigning words with the most likely
part-of-speech (POS) tags. Considering Thai morphological analysis as a search
problem, the approach is to search the most likely path out of all candidate
paths in a word lattice. Figure 1 illustrates the word lattice of a string analysis,
consisting of possible word hypotheses and their connections. The path indicated
by the bold line is the correct segmentation.

Discriminating such path from other candidate paths is a difficult problem
itself, and requires a dynamic programming search (e.g., the Viterbi algorithm).
The problem becomes more difficult, since the search space is often imperfect.
Some word hypotheses are missing due to the unknown word problem. Unknown
words are words that do not occur in the system dictionary or the training corpus.
The system has no knowledge to use in generating hypotheses for unknown
words.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach to improve Chinese word seg-
mentation (CWS) that attempts to utilize unlabeled data such as training and test
data without annotation for further enhancement of the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of supervised learning. The lexical information plays the role of infor-
mation transformation from unlabeled text to supervised learning model. Four
types of unsupervised segmentation criteria are used for word candidate extrac-
tion and the corresponding word likelihood computation. The information output
by unsupervised segmentation criteria as features therefore is integrated into su-
pervised learning model to strengthen the learning for the matching subsequence.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified in data sets from the latest in-
ternational CWS evaluation. Our experimental results show that character-based
conditional random fields framework can effectively make use of such informa-
tion from unlabeled data for performance enhancement on top of the best existing
results.

1 Introduction

The task of Chinese word segmentation (CWS) is to segment an input sequence of
characters into a sequence of words. It is also a preprocessing task shared by many
Asian languages without overt word delimiters. CWS was first formulated as a character
tagging problem in [1], via labeling each character’s position in a word. For example,
the segmentation for following sentences,

/ /
(he / comes from / Mexico.),

receives the tag (label) sequence SBEBME as segmentation result, where the four
tags B, M and E stand for the beginning, middle and ending positions in a word, and S
for a single character as a word. A Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) model was trained for
such a tagging task in [1]. Many supervised learning methods have been successfully
applied to CWS since the First International Chinese Word Segmentation Bakeoff in
2003 [2]. Among them, the character tagging is a particularly simple but effective for-
mulation of the problem suitable for various competitive supervised machine learning
models such as MaxEnt, conditional random fields (CRFs), and support vector ma-
chines. [1, 3–8].
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Abstract. Classification is notoriously computing-intensive, especially with 
large datasets. The common (mis)understanding is that cross-validation (CV) 
tests on subsets of the training data are the only recourse for the selection of best 
classifier for given dataset. We have shown in [9] that best classifier can be 
selected on basis of a few prediction factors (related to training volume, number 
of features and feature value distribution) calculated from the dataset. In this 
paper, we report promising results of a series of runs with a number of strong 
classifiers (Support Vector Machine kernels, Decision Tree variants, Naive 
Bayes and also K Nearest Neighbor Classifiers and Neural Networks) with 
randomly generated datasets (gensets). We outline the relative strengths of these 
classifiers in terms of four prediction factors and generalize the findings to 
different types of datasets (word sense disambiguation, gensets and a protein 
recognition dataset). 

1   Introduction 

Classification is the process of automatically resolving the conflicts that occur when 
two or more different things have the same name and are thereby ambiguous to 
machines (e.g. the English noun bank can refer among other things to a financial 
institution or a river embankment). It is a required procedure for machine-learning 
application fields as varied as data mining (e.g. recognition of the protein type), text 
mining and natural language processing (NLP). For instance, word sense 
disambiguation (WSD) is defined as the resolution of ambiguous words into meanings 
or senses). To resolve these 'classification tasks' automatically, training instances 
containing independent observations (instances) of ambiguous classes are gathered (or 
extracted from text in case of WSD). Then from this training data, a training model is 
learned by classifiers, and the model is tested or evaluated against unseen (i.e. test) 
instances. Classification accuracy (number of correctly classified test instances / total 
number of test instances) is the qualitative measure used in this paper for assessing the 
performance of classifiers.    

In the next sections, we describe the investigated datasets, prediction factors and 
classifier differences. Then we present the summary of results from those classifiers at 
those datasets and explain the systematic findings in terms of those prediction factors 
and finally conclude on the importance of the findings.  
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Abstract. The paper focuses on the role of features for the implementation of 
the transfer-based machine translation systems. The semantic content of 
syntactic structures is established via the contrastive study of the English and 
Russian language systems and parallel texts analysis. The notion of cognitive 
transfer is employed which means that a language unit or structure can be 
singled out for transfer when there exists at least one language unit or structure 
with a similar meaning in the target language The approach taken is aimed at 
providing computational tractability and portability of linguistic presentation 
solutions for various language engineering purposes. 

Keywords: Machine translation, syntactic structures, features, categories, 
cognitive transfer. 

1   Introduction 

The rapid development of language processing systems within the statistical 
frameworks has revealed the limitations of purely statistical methods in machine 
translation projects, and at the same time stimulated the new approaches to linguistic 
rule systems design making them adjusted to be used together with the modern 
statistical methods. The rule system described in this paper builds on the awareness of 
the fact that the meaning of a structure in a source language may shift to another 
category in the language of translation. This awareness is very important for obtaining 
reliable statistical information from parallel texts corpora to be further used in 
statistical machine translation algorithms. Otherwise the existing  stochastic methods 
for language processing bring a lot of excessive inconsistent rules which still require 
filtering and hand editing. 

Generally, major efforts connected with natural language modeling lay emphasis at 
lexical semantics presentations and less attention is paid to the semantics of structures 
and establishment of functional similarity of language patterns as a core problem in 
multilingual systems design. The studies presented in this paper focus on the 
semantics of language structures, namely, the interaction of categorial and functional 
meanings for subsequent language engineering design of feature-value structures. The 
proposed methods of dealing with syntactic synonymy of structures (isofunctionality) 
and structural (syntactic) polysemy provide an essential linguistic foundation for 
learning mechanisms.  
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Abstract. We study the light verb constructions in Japanese, the constructions of 
expressions with light verb “suru“. Such factors as numerous semantic variants and 
the syntactic complexity of corresponding Chinese expressions of LVCs put great 
difficulties in the Japanese-Chinese translation, so current commercially available 
Japanese-Chinese translation softwares give bad results for LVCs translation. We 
systematically analyze and describe the phenomena and propose translation rules 
for the conversion of Japanese LVCs into Chinese. we conducted manual 
experiments using 200 sentences to evaluate these rules and achieved a translation 
accuracy of over 80%. We also introduce jaw, a pattern-based translation engine, 
which can be applied to any target language. We implemented our translation rules 
for LVCs in the Chinese version, jaw/Chinese and verified their applicability in real 
MT system by experiments using 100 sentences. Evaluations both by hand and by 
the machine indicate that it provides high performance and utility. 

1   Introduction 

In order to examine light verb constructions we must first consider the nature of light 
verbs. The term “light verb” first occurs in Jespersen [1] and Cattell [2].A light verb is a 
verb (usually a frequent verb with a very general meaning) which, when combined with 
certain complements, loses some of its normal semantics: such usages are said to be 
semantically bleached[3].Light verb constructions (hereafter LVCs) is a multiword 
expression that combines a light verb with a complement of noun, adjective, 
preposition or verb etc. [4].Light verbs are a cross-linguistic phenomenon, and are 
found in languages such as Persian, Japanese, and Chinese [5][6].In English the most 
usual light verbs are “make” “do” “take” “have” and “give” as in such LVCs as “have a 
look” “take a rest” “do a play” “give a hug” and “make a telephone call”. In Grimshaw 
and Mester[7], the Japanese verb suru ‘do’ is analyzed as a light verb. Like the English 
light verbs, suru is assumed to be thematically “light” or incomplete for the 
contribution to the meaning of verb phrases. We found many studies about the Japanese 
LVCs (e.g., [8][9][10][11]).  These studies discuss Japanese LVCs from various 
viewpoints and also define different scopes for Japanese LVCs. In this paper we use the 
terminology “LVC” in the broadest sense: A construction is a LVC if the light verb 
suru is involved in. It maybe questionable whether some sort of constructions we 
consider here can still be called light verb constructions, but we also investigate such 
sort of constructions for the sake of completeness.  
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Abstract. This research paper describes a corpus based transliteration system 
for Punjabi language. The existence of two scripts for Punjabi language has 
created a script barrier between the Punjabi literature written in India and in 
Pakistan. This research project has developed a new system for the first time of 
its kind for Shahmukhi script of Punjabi language. The proposed system for 
Shahmukhi to Gurmukhi transliteration has been implemented with various 
research techniques based on language corpus. The corpus analysis program has 
been run on both Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi corpora for generating statistical 
data for different types like character, word and n-gram frequencies. This 
statistical analysis is used in different phases of transliteration. Potentially, all 
members of the substantial Punjabi community will benefit vastly from this 
transliteration system. 

1 Introduction 

One of the great challenges before Information Technology is to overcome language 
barriers dividing the mankind so that everyone can communicate with everyone else 
on the planet in real time. South Asia is one of those unique parts of the world where 
a single language is written in different scripts. This is the case, for example, with 
Punjabi language spoken by tens of millions of people but written in Indian East 
Punjab (20 million) in Gurmukhi script (a left to right script based on Devanagari) 
and in Pakistani West Punjab (80 million), written in Shahmukhi script (a right to left 
script based on Arabic), and by a growing number of Punjabis (2 million) in the EU 
and the US in the Roman script.  While in speech Punjabi spoken in the Eastern and 
the Western parts is mutually comprehensible, in the written form it is not. The 
existence of two scripts for Punjabi has created a script barrier between the Punjabi 
literature written in India and that in Pakistan. More than 60 per cent of Punjabi 
literature of the medieval period (500-1450 AD) is available in Shahmukhi script 
only, while most of the modern Punjabi writings are in Gurmukhi. Potentially, all 
members of the substantial Punjabi community will benefit vastly from the 
transliteration system. 
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Abstract. This paper describes our approach to developing novel vector based 
measures of semantic similarity between a pair of sentences or utterances. 
Measures of this nature are useful not only in evaluating machine translation 
output, but also in other language understanding and information retrieval 
applications.   We first describe the general family of existing vector based 
approaches to evaluating semantic similarity and their general properties. We 
illustrate how this family can be extended by means of discriminatively trained 
semantic feature weights. Finally, we explore the problem of rephrasing  (i.e., 
addressing the question is sentence X the rephrase of sentence Y?) and  present 
a new measure  of the semantic linear equivalence between two sentences by 
means  of a modified LSI approach based on the Generalized Singular Value 
Decomposition. 

1   Introduction 

Measurements of semantic similarity between a pair of sentences1 provide a 
fundamental function in NLU, machine translation, information retrieval and voice 
based automation tasks, among many other applications. In machine translation, for 
example, one would like to quantitatively measure the quality of the translation 
output by measuring the effect that translation had in the conveyed message. In voice 
based automation tasks, for example in natural language call routing applications, one 
approach one could take is to compare the uttered input against a collection of 
canonical or template commands deeming the closest category as the intended target. 

Current approaches to semantic similarity measurement include techniques that are 
specific or custom to the task at hand. For example, in machine translation, the BLEU 
metric [1] is used in measuring similarity of the MT output. In call routing, vector 
based methods (e.g., [2, 3]) are used to compare the input utterance against a set of 
template categories.  In information retrieval some approaches use the cosine distance 
between a query and a document-vector mapped into a lower dimension LSI concept 

                                                          
 

1 In this paper, for the sake of conciseness,  we use the terms document, utterance, and sentence 
interchangeably.  Typically the nature of the task define the specific type (for example, voice 
automation systems use utterances and so on). 
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Abstract. Query expansion is a well known method to improve the per-
formance of information retrieval systems. In this work we have tested
different approaches to extract the candidate query terms from the top
ranked documents returned by the first-pass retrieval. One of them is
the cooccurrence approach, based on measures of cooccurrence of the
candidate and the query terms in the retrieved documents. The other
one, the probabilistic approach, is based on the probability distribution
of terms in the collection and in the top ranked set. We compare the
retrieval improvement achieved by expanding the query with terms ob-
tained with different methods belonging to both approaches. Besides,
we have developed a näıve combination of both kinds of method, with
which we have obtained results that improve those obtained with any of
them separately. This result confirms that the information provided by
each approach is of a different nature and, therefore, can be used in a
combined manner.

1 Introduction

Reformulation of the user queries is a common technique in information retrieval
to cover the gap between the original user query and his need of information.
The most used technique for query reformulation is query expansion, where the
original user query is expanded with new terms extracted from different sources.
Queries submitted by users are usually very short and query expansion can
complete the information need of the users.

A very complete review on the classical techniques of query expansion was
done by Efthimiadis [5]. The main problem of query expansion is that in some
cases the expansion process worsens the query performance. Improving the ro-
bustness of query expansion has been the goal of many researchers in the last
years, and most proposed approaches use external collections [17, 16, 15], such
as the Web documents, to extract candidate terms for the expansion. There
are other methods to extract the candidate terms from the same collection that

⋆ Supported by project TIC2007-67581-C02-01/ and Dirección General de Universi-
dades e Investigación de la Consejeŕıa de Educación de la Comunidad de Madrid and
Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Grupo de investigación consolidado 910494)
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Abstract. An innovative meta-search engine named WebFusion has
been presented. The search system learns the expertness of every partic-
ular underlying search engine in a certain category based on the users
preferences according to an analysis of click-through behavior. In addi-
tion, an intelligent re-ranking method based on ordered weighted averag-
ing (OWA) was introduced. The re-ranking method was used to fuse the
results scores of the underlying search engines. Independently, a progres-
sive application of evolutionary computing to optimize Boolean search
queries in crisp and fuzzy information retrieval systems was investigated,
evaluated in laboratory environment and presented. In this paper we pro-
pose an incorporation of these two innovative recent methods founding
an advanced Internet search application.

1 Motivation

WWW consists of more than ten billion publicly visible web documents [1] dis-
tributed on millions of servers world-wide. It is a fast growing and continuously
changing dynamic environment. Individual general-purpose search engines pro-
viding consensual search services have been unable to keep up with this growth.
The coverage of the Web by each of the major search engines has been steadily
decreasing despite their effort to comprehend larger porting of web space. Sev-
eral investigations show that no single standalone search engine has complete
coverage and it is unlikely any single web search engine ever will [2]. Rather
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Abstract. The standard approach of job search engines disregards the
structural aspect of job announcements in the Web. Bag-of-words in-
dexing leads to a high amount of noise. In this paper we describe a
method that uses local grammars to transform unstructured Web pages
into structured forms. Evaluation experiments show high efficiency of
information access to the generated documents.

1 Introduction

After years of steady growth, the main source of information about job announce-
ments is the Internet [1]. Though, there is some bastion left for high profile
openings and local jobs, the traditional newspaper advertisement is of declin-
ing importance. Big organizations such as corporations or universities provide
an obligatory career link on their home pages that leads to their job openings.
According to a recent study [2], for example, 70% of the workforce in France
searches for jobs on the Internet.3 The interface arranging access to the infor-
mation on job opportunities is provided by specialized job search engines. Due to
the sheer amount of data, a sophisticated technology which guarantees relevancy
would be required. In reality, though, search results are rife with noise.

As compared to a standard search engine, job engines are specialized in that
they only index a certain part of the document space: pages that contain job
announcements. Unfortunately, in most cases, at this point the specialized treat-
ment of the data has its end. The majority of engines uses variants of the stan-
dard vector space model [3] to built up an index that later on is approached
by similarity based query processing. This blind statistical model leads often to
poor results caused, for example, by homography relations between job descrip-
tors and proper names: in a German language environment a search for a position
as a restaurant chef (German: Koch) easily leads to a contamination with docu-
ments that mention a “Mr. Koch” from human resources, with “Koch” being a
popular German name. Problems like these arise because the used bag-of-words
model treats all terms equally without being aware of their context.

The starting point of a solution is the structured nature of the data spanning
the search space and the queries accessing it. Unlike a general search scenario,
job search can be seen as a slot-filling process. The indexing task is then to detect
concept-value pairs in the HTML-documents and make them accessible. Other

3 For certain groups such as IT-professionals this value probably comes close to 100%.
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Abstract. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is nowadays used in various thematic like

cognitive models, educational applications but also in classification. We propose in this

paper to study different methods of proximity of terms based on LSA. We improve

this semantic analysis with additional semantic information using Tree-tagger or a

syntactic analysis to expand the studied corpus. We finally apply LSA on the new

expanded corpus.

1 Introduction

Classification’s domain has many research fields like conceptual classification.
This one consists in gathering terms in concepts defined by an expert. For ex-
ample, exhaust pipe, windshield wiper, and rearview mirror terms can be asso-
ciated to the automobile concept. Then, these terms are classified by semantic
proximity with different algorithms like k nearest neighbor (KNN) or k means.
The corpora have different types as the language, the syntax, the domain (biol-
ogy, medicine, etc) using a specialized semantic, etc. Then these complex textual
data require a specific process.

In this paper, we describe the first step of a conceptual classification, the
study of proximity of the terms. First, we use the Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) method evolved by [1]1. LSA is a statistic method applied to high di-
mension corpora to gather terms (conceptual classification) or contexts (textual
classification). After the latent semantic analysis application on the corpus, a se-
mantic space associating each word to a vector is returned. Then, the proximity
of the two words can be obtained by measuring the cosine between two vectors.
Our aim is to improve the performance of the LSA method by an approach
named ExpLSA.

The ExpLSA approach (context Expansion with LSA) consists in expanding
the corpus before the application of a “traditional” latent semantic analysis. This
context expansion uses semantic knowledge obtained by syntax, what allows to
use ExpLSA as well specialized corpus as not. Actually, it is not necessary to use
training corpus, so it is not necessary to know the general domain of the corpus.

1 http://www.msci.memphis.edu/∼wiemerhp/trg/lsa-followup.html
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Abstract. A definition question is a kind of question whose answer is a com-
plementary set of sentence fragments called nuggets, which define the target 
term. Since developing general and flexible patterns with a wide coverage to 
answer definition questions is not feasible, we propose a method using informa-
tion gain to retrieve the most relevant information. To obtain the relevant sen-
tences, we compared the output of two retrieval systems: JIRS and Lucene. One 
important feature that impacts on the performance of definition question an-
swering systems is the length of the sentence fragments, so we applied a parser 
to analyze the relevant sentences in order to get clauses. Finally, we observed 
that, in most of the clauses, only one part before and after the target term con-
tains information that defines the term, so we analyzed separately the sentence 
fragments before (left) and after (right) the target term. We performed different 
experiments with the collections of questions from the pilot evaluation of defi-
nition questions 2002, definition questions from TREC 2003 and other ques-
tions from TREC 2004. F-measures obtained are competitive when compared 
against the participating systems in their respective conferences. Also the best 
results are obtained with the general purpose system (Lucene) instead of JIRS, 
which is intended to retrieve passages for factoid questions. 

1   Introduction 

Question Answering (QA) is a computer-based task that tries to improve the output 
generated by Information Retrieval (IR) systems. A definition question [9] is a kind 
of question whose answer is a complementary set of sentence fragments called nug-
gets. 

After identifying the correct target term (the term to define) and context terms, we 
need to obtain useful and non redundant definition nuggets. Nowadays, patterns are 
obtained manually as surface patterns [5, 6, 12]. These patterns can be very rigid, 
leading to the alternative soft patterns [2], which are even extracted in an automatic 
way [5]. Then, once we have the patterns, we apply a matching process to extract the 
nuggets. Finally, we need to perform a process to determine if these nuggets are part 
of the definition; where a common criterion employed is the frequency of appearance 
of the nugget. 

According to the state of the art, the highest F-measure in a pilot evaluation [9] for 
definition questions in 2002 is 0.688 using the nugget set supplied by author, taking 
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Abstract. Predictive text interfaces allow for text entry on mobile phones,
using only a 12-key numeric keypad. While current predictive text sys-
tems require only around 1 keystroke per character entered, there is
ambiguity in the proposed words that must be resolved by the user. In
word-based approaches to predictive text, a user enters a sequence of
keystrokes and is presented with an ordered list of word proposals. The
aim is to minimise the number of times a user has to cycle through
incorrect proposals to reach their intended word.
This paper considers how contextual information can be incorporated
into this prediction process, while remaining viable for current mobile
phone technology. Our hypothesis is that Transformation-Based Learn-
ing is a natural choice for inducing predictive text systems. We show
that such a system can: a) outperform current baselines; and b) correct
common prediction errors such as “of” vs. “me” and “go” vs. “in”.

1 Introduction

Since the widespread adoption of the Short Message Service (SMS) protocol,
“text-messaging” has become a primary communication medium, and the need
for efficient text-entry interfaces on mobile phone keypads has become paramount.
The T9 – or “text on 9 keys” – interface allows users to enter alphabetic char-
acters using only 9 keys. Each of these 9 keys is mapped to a set of alphabetic
characters according to international standard ITU-T Recommendation E.161 [1,
p.1], shown in Figure 1. Alternative mappings have been considered [2], but are
unlikely to be adopted because some dialing systems require adherence to the
ITU standard. Therefore, we consider only the ITU keypad mappings here.

The T9 mapping associates a single key with multiple letters, introducing am-
biguity in key-entry, which must be resolved by the input interface. Early systems
employed multi-tap interfaces, where each letter is unambiguously identified by a
number of successive “taps” on a numeric key. More recently, multi-tap interfaces
have been superceded by single-tap – or “predictive text” – interfaces1, which
have been shown to reduce the number of keystrokes required per character [3].

1 In many single-tap interfaces, multi-tap entry is still used to enter novel words.

Improving Word-Based Predictive Text Entry 
with Transformation-Based Learning
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